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• The capture of carrying trade, unification with Ireland, the opening up of Latin America and seizure of
enemy colonies all made up for war costs.

• The rival European powers had far greater losses which gave Britain its advantage.

An example of the effects on the poorer people is found in the textiles industry
where Luddism was a direct result of the legacy of war. The wars had provided
much work in the making of uniforms for example. After the huge
demobilisation of troops trade crashed. This led to the following:
• Protests began in the stocking frame industry. Proclamations bore the
signature of Ned Ludd, King Ludd or General Ludd.
• There was rising threats to wreck machinery and occasionally violence.
• The trades affected included framework knitting; the woollen industry;
and the cotton industry
• In 1779 the failure of a Bill to regulate the frame-knitting industry had
resulted in 300 frames being smashed in various places across the nation.

So what do we make of the luddites? What questions does it raise for us in
beginning to attempt an understanding of early nineteenth century Britain?

•
Was it a mere futile attempt to halt the progress?
Was it romantic, desperate, crazy" or an indication of an emerging working class movement?
Was it an important aspect of the popular mood against government and employer?

•

•

The government certainly feared the revolutionary potential ofthe Luddites. The protests continued until
1817, with in 1816 a revival of violence following the bad harvest and trade downturn. Troops were used
to end riots, and 6 men were executed with 3 transported. After the trials, Luddism subsided 'Swing' riots
erupted in the countryside.

Further political consequences included:
• Reduction in prices and wages and the numbers of dischar~ed soldiers and sailors added to

unemployment.
• December 1816: a political meeting at Spa Field ended in an armed attack on the Tower and the

suspension of habeas corpus.
• Government passed the so called "Gag Acts" in February and March 1817 which banned meetings of

more than 50 people ..
• March 1817, The Peterloo Massacre: the blanketeers from Manchester (blanket carrying weavers)

assembled at St Peter's Fields Manchester to march to London to present a petition to the Prince
Regent. The magistrates read the Riot Act and sent in the army.

• Later that year there was a riot of textile workers at Pentich in Derbyshire which ended in the
execution of Jeremiah Brandreth and two others and transportation of thirty more.

Peterloo just hardened political positions. The Government passed the Six Acts of 1819 which were
indications of parliamentary bullying of the lower orders:

• the Training Prevention Act
• the Seizure of Arms Act
• the Seditious Meetings Act
• the Blasphemous and Seditious Libels Act
• the Misdemeanours Act
• the Newspaper Stamp Duties Act

All this received enormous publicity and the Peterloo and other blunders were carried out in full view of
the radical, active, provincial press.


